
Artificial Solutions’ Provides the Fuel for Conversational AI
Innovation with Teneo Developers
Artificial Solutions® (SSME:ASAI), the leading specialist in enterprise-strength conversational AI, announced today that nearly a year after
it was launched, the Teneo Developers platform has gone from strength to strength with a host of new features, additional languages, and
now a redesigned forum to support the growing community.

The portal has seen a further upswing in new users in recent weeks as enterprises start to accelerate their digital transformation plans in
the wake of the Covid-19 pandemic. The “try before you buy” experience is resonating with developers unable to match the business
requirements of sophisticated conversational applications with the limited functionality of other development tools.

“Teneo Developers gives organizations the fuel they need to take their chatbot ideas beyond point solutions into innovative applications that
integrate with back-end processes to deliver greater automation and even more value to the end-user,” says Andy Peart, CMSO of
Artificial Solutions. “During the last twelve months we’ve responded to developers’ requests to include more languages, channels and
connectors from Teneo’s vast collection as they widen the scope of their proof of concepts. The result has been a thriving community of
people willing to share ideas and experiences.”

Teneo takes chatbots to the next level with its award-winning conversational AI development platform. Combining deep linguistic
understanding with world class dialog management, the platform allows developers to build contextually aware, multi-step dialogs in record
time. Its build once, port anywhere ethos allows for applications to be easily surfaced on any channel, in over 35 languages.

Enterprises can use Teneo to further improve operational efficiencies and deliver an even more enhanced experience to the end-user by
integrating applications into RPAs (robotic process automations) and other back-end business process automation technologies. In
addition, data analytics provides deeper understanding of the customer mindset, alongside actionable business insight all the while adhere
to the strictest of privacy regulations such as GDPR.

To support the growing community Teneo Developers has redesigned its forum making it even easier for developers to view topics and
subjects and join in the conversation. The forum is moderated by a number of experts from Artificial Solutions with a range of different
skills ready to share their knowledge and admiration of the Teneo platform.

About Artificial Solutions International AB

Artificial Solutions (SSME:ASAI) is the leading specialist in enterprise-strength conversational AI, a type of artificial intelligence that enables people to
communicate with applications, websites and internet-connected devices in a human-like manner through voice, text, touch or gesture interaction.

The Company’s advanced AI platform, Teneo, makes it possible for larger global corporations to collaborate with developers and together create
sophisticated and highly intelligent conversational AI applications that runs over 35 languages, on multiple platforms and communication channels. The
ability to analyze and benefit from the huge amount of conversation data is completely integrated into Teneo, which allows for unmatched insight into the
customers’ behaviors.

Artificial Solutions’ technology for conversational AI makes it easy to implement a wide spectrum of applications with natural language, such as virtual
assistants, chatbots, voice-based conversational interfaces for smart devices, and more. The technology is already used by millions of people today in
hundreds of implementations within both the public and private sector globally. For more information, please visit www.artificial-solutions.com.


